Circular dichroism of beta turns in peptides and proteins.
Circular dichroism (CD) spectra are reported for two groups of cyclic hexapeptides having beta turns whose geometry can be firmly established by X-ray crystallography and by NMR spectroscopy. One series contains the sequence L-Pro-D-Phe in the geometry of the classical type II beta turn, while the second group has the sequence D-Phe-L-Pro in the closely related geometry of the gramicidin S turn. CD data on the hydrogenated peptides show that in neither series do Cotton effects due to the aromatic phenylalanyl chromophore make a significant contribution to the spectra in the 195--240-nm region. In spite of the close geometric similarity of the beta turns of these two groups of peptides, their CD spectra are quite distinct. Furthermore, comparison of our data with the CD spectra of published models for beta-turn structures suggests that it may not be possible to characterize the contribution of all beta turns to the CD spectra of proteins by a single model curve. the CD spectra of model beta turns will be more useful in characterizing the folding of oligopeptides and sequence polypeptides, where a single type of turn is present.